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SOUNDS TRUE INC, United States, 2016. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New.
When I took my first steps on the spiritual path, says Tami Simon, I was looking for answers to life s
greatest mysteries. Over time I learned that the best books and teachers pointed us inward--to our
own experience--and that this is where we can find our greatest sense of aliveness and purpose. On
Being True, the founder of Sounds True distills essential lessons learned from 30 years of exploring
the edge where spiritual wisdom meets the challenges of work, life, and love. Join her for four
intimate sessions on: - Being true as a process--five keys for living in integrity - Spirituality in action-
-how we can apply our highest values in the workplace and in our relationships - Her most
transformative encounters with spiritual teachers Sounds True listeners and followers of the
Insights at the Edge podcast series have heard Tami introducing and interviewing leading voices in
spirituality, science, and creativity. Now she speaks to you directly as a fellow traveler on the
journey--sharing her most valuable insights on honoring your inner imperatives in the real world,
meeting setbacks with an open heart, and remaining...
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Completely among the finest pdf I actually have ever read through. it was actually writtern extremely completely and beneficial. Once you begin to read
the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Sa ntos Metz-- Sa ntos Metz

Merely no phrases to spell out. I actually have read through and i am certain that i will gonna study once again again later on. You wont truly feel
monotony at at any time of your time (that's what catalogues are for about should you check with me).
-- Ja iden K onopelski-- Ja iden K onopelski
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